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Executive Summary 

• Provide a brief description of the program (including the focus and theme of the 
program, target audience, size, and scope of the program, etc.)  

Coastline College’s GenCyber Teachers Summer Camp in Garden Grove, CA was a one-
week, non-residential camp held in July 2021 for high school teachers, counselors, and 
librarians. Cybersecurity career and education pathways were the program focus 
throughout the week, with meditation twice a day for stress relief. The proposal targeted 
20 high school teachers and exceeded expectations with 27 teachers in attendance. The 
campers worked in small groups on activities that included hands-on exercises or 
keyboard-based learning. 

Campers had the opportunity to meet with cybersecurity professionals to discuss cyber 
careers and real-world cyber scenarios encountered by people working in the field. 
Education and competition pathways were shared to help the teachers understand the 
available resources for their students. At the end of the week, teachers presented an 
overview of the cybersecurity lessons they had developed for their classrooms with an 
anticipated reach of over 3,200 K-12 students this academic year. 
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Campers received t-shirts on the first day of camp, and snacks and lunch were served 
daily. A contact list was created to allow campers to stay in touch for ongoing support 
after camp. Registered campers were from various school districts in the area, with some 
campers coming from as far away as 50 miles.  

• Did the actual program align with the program proposal?  

The program for Coastline College’s GenCyber Teachers Camp remained aligned with the 
original proposal, including the proposed camp activities and workshops, participation 
from local middle schools and high schools, volunteers, and camp hours. The daily 
activities on the proposed agenda were rearranged slightly to accommodate schedules of 
panel speakers and other participants. These schedule changes were made without 
impacting the alignment of the proposal to the camp focus or activities.     

• If you made any changes, what changes were made, and why were the changes made?  

There were no significant changes from the original proposal to the implementation of 
the camp. Teachers were given a different do-it-yourself coding activity instead of the 
snow globes, they received a meeting timekeeper stick that would light up and bleep 
when a specified amount of time has passed. To provide campers with ongoing access to 
the materials and resources presented at the camp, all content was made available in a 
Google Shared Drive for future use by campers. Minor schedule changes were made to 
adjust for timing of the presentations and to provide campers with time to complete their 
lesson plans by the end of the week.  

Program Outcomes 

• What did participants learn in this program?  Identify three to five learning outcomes 
from your proposal.  

Our learning outcomes for the camp can be summarized in four points: 

1. Demonstrate knowledge of Cybersecurity Concepts and use appropriate 
terminology. 

2. Recognize the need for skilled cybersecurity professionals and the challenges of the 
gender gap in the field of cybersecurity. 

3. Explain how cybersecurity student clubs help students continue learning beyond the 
camp. 

4. Describe cybersecurity education and career pathways from middle school to 
professional. 

  
The GenCyber Cybersecurity Concepts were included in each of the presentations with 
reminders and references throughout the camp to ensure that teachers gained 
understanding of the significance of the concepts. Presentations and resources were 
provided to help campers understand that there are many different career tracks in 
cybersecurity along with different education pathways that students can take to reach 
their career goals. 
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Student clubs were introduced within the context of education pathways to help teachers 
recognize the need for students to become engaged in cybersecurity learning early on. 
Panel presenters from higher education institutions at the 2-year and 4-year level 
provided information on how students can achieve their career goals in cybersecurity 
through dual and concurrent enrollment with 2-year colleges then transfer to 4-year 
university with experience in student clubs, cybersecurity competitions, internships, and 
professional organizations. Cybersecurity professionals from various industries with 
different job roles provided information about what is expected of entry-level employees, 
what their daily work like is like, and the skills needed to be successful in different 
cybersecurity work roles. 

• If your program provided hands-on activities, how did the activities contribute to 
learning and what evidence do you have to confirm that learning occurred?  

Campers demonstrated evidence of learning through oral presentations, small group 
sharing, and web-based collaboration. With the programming activity, there was audio 
feedback to demonstrate learning goals were met (e.g., the meeting timekeeper stick, aka 
raspberry pi, bleeped and lit up when the camper programmed it.) 

Throughout the week the campers worked on their lessons to present to each other and 
camp staff at the end of the week. Each camper presented their cybersecurity lesson 
overview which provided other campers with the opportunity to provide feedback and 
takeaways for their own lessons. 

• Please provide any anecdotal information on any plans your students may have to 
continue their cyber security studies.  (i.e., additional camps, course in the school)  

Teacher campers were surveyed to ask how they planned to continue engagement with 
the college and camp instructors. From the 28 teachers surveyed, 13 teachers said they 
would like to take a cybersecurity course at Coastline College, 15 teachers said they would 
like to visit Coastline’s new STORM lab, 20 teachers said they would like to join a Zoom 
session about cybersecurity careers and invite their students, 16 teachers said they will 
promote CyberPatriot to their students, 16 teachers said they will invite faculty to their 
classroom, 13 teachers said they would like to bring their students to a Pathway Day event 
at Coastline College, and 7 teachers said they would help students start a cybersecurity 
club. The survey included an open comment section where teachers added notes about 
lunch n learn days, girls in cybersecurity events, receive promotional material about 
Coastline cybersecurity events to share with students, would be interested in coaching 
CyberPatriot if a mentor could go to their school during the week (for religious reasons 
they cannot attend Saturday training at Coastline College), cybersecurity guest speakers 
for their classroom, work with our NetLab team, and another teacher said they would like 
to provide this information to their College and Career Center.  

• Please provide any anecdotal information on your teacher participants’ plans to take 
the instruction back to their classrooms and incorporate into their curriculum.  

In general, teacher campers said they influence grades K-12, with the majority (17 
teachers) having the most impact on grades 9-12. All 27 campers said they would bring 
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the lessons to their classrooms this coming academic year. Many of the campers said they 
would integrate the lessons into their curriculum and provide multiple study sessions over 
the coming year to allow students to continue learning about cybersecurity. The career 
counselors have the highest number of students impacted because they have the 
opportunity to present their lessons to multiple classes throughout the academic year. 

• How many hours of professional development activities occurred for your instructional 
staff preprogram, during the program, and post program?  

Overall, each of the instructional camp staff had 55 hours of professional development 
activities. The program director had approximately 85 hours of professional development. 
This would equate to 295 hours of professional development in total. 

• To what extent do you feel your program implemented the GenCyber Cybersecurity 
First Principles and/or Concepts?  

The program did well to implement the GenCyber Cybersecurity Concepts. We had the 
Cybersecurity First Concepts posters prominently displayed in the room as a reference to 
discuss the concepts during presentations and hands-on activities. Campers commented 
that they felt comfortable with the concepts and will share them with their students. 

Hardware/Software 

• Provide a brief description of the hardware and software used during the program. 

Laptops were used to provide campers with Internet access for hands-on activities, 
research, capture-the-flag, and development of their lesson plans.   

Raspberry Pi’s (the circuit playground express) were used to complete coding exercises 
using free accounts on MakeCode that the campers have access to from anywhere. The 
pi’s were given to the campers on the last day of the camp so that they could continue 
their learning after the camp and share their GenCyber camp experience with their 
students. 

MakeCode was used for the coding activity to provide campers with an introductory 
experience or options for increased challenge depending on their coding experience.  

Google Drive was used by teachers to collaborate, present, and receive shared resources.  

Google Forms were used for registration, form collection, and surveys throughout the 
week. 

CTF-d (Capture-the-Flag) was used to demonstrate how easily a competition could be 
setup with proprietary questions and administered.  

Nearpod was used by instructional camp staff to engage with campers. It was also used 
by campers to develop their lessons with interactive activities. 
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Reflections 

• What aspects of the program worked well?  

Our camp staff worked very well together, from workshop planning to implementation it 
was all very smooth. The integration of activity-based learning went really well to give 
campers the opportunity to put their knowledge into words or hands-on activity. 

The camp staff worked very well together to stay on schedule and to provide the campers 
with new material. We worked together to develop activities such as games and 
worksheets that the campers could complete if they finished the workshop activities early 
or they wanted to continue their cybersecurity learning during lunch. The poster session 
at the end of the week was a big hit with family, staff, and campers. The campers really 
enjoyed sharing their lesson plans and overview of integration to their classrooms.  

• How did you deal with challenges that your program encountered?  

Initially, the potential challenge at the beginning of spring was not being allowed to offer 
the camp on campus. Our dean was very supportive and requested approval from the 
district Chancellor to allow the camp to be held in-person on our campus.   

Later another challenge came up when our facilities were being remodeled and the large 
lecture room became the staging area for new furniture for other rooms, so the room was 
full and not usable. Our facilities staff kindly asked maintenance to clear out the large 
lecture room at least a week before camp. The projector system went down just a few 
days before the camp, and we were fortunate enough to have a portable projector and 
screen put in place by IT. 

Everything else went well, including guests showing up on time, food arriving as expected, 
and teachers being highly engaged throughout the week. 

• To what extent do you feel that your program contributed to the goal of GenCyber to 
increase the number of students interested in the cyber security field?  

We are very pleased to report that the survey results show the teachers were very 
enthusiastic; 100% said they are motivated to learn more about cybersecurity, 95% said 
they would recommend the camp to a colleague, 87% said they would be interested in 
attending a camp like this one in the future. We expect the follow up activities to reinforce 
campers’ ongoing interest in cybersecurity. 

• To what extent do you feel that your program contributed to the goal of GenCyber to 
improve teaching methods for delivering cybersecurity content to K-12?  

The program provided significant contribution to the GenCyber goal of improving 
teaching methods for delivering cybersecurity content to K-12. The teachers developed 
age-appropriate content that integrates with their existing lessons. A noteworthy lesson 
was for a continuation high school where the teacher integrated cybersecurity concepts 
into a typography course. The lesson was not only age-appropriate, but learner adapted 
for high school students that may be less interested in traditional coursework.  
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A few quotes from our campers: 
“This was such a great experience; it was not what I expected it was much better. I 
am leaving with so many resources.” 

“Exciting and motivating, eye-opening!” 

“It was great! I learned so much and now understand some of the basic concepts. I 
have a better understanding of WHY cybersecurity is important and can share stories 
that I've heard to back it up. I'm more motivated to want to learn more about 
cybersecurity and promote it in my classes.” 

“I truly enjoyed this week. This was fantastic exposure and I think that students will 
benefit greatly from the knowledge shared. Each speaker had unique expertise and 
brought a new perspective which I appreciated. I also really appreciate Tobi for 
accommodating my COVID comfort level and making me feel welcome to the camp :) 
overall 10/10 :)” 

• Which of the GenCyber endorsed principles “Cybersecurity First Principles” did you 
implement most effectively?  Which principle was the most challenging to implement?  
Please explain your response.  

This was the second time Coastline College has offered the GenCyber camp and we 
focused on the GenCyber Cybersecurity Concepts. 

• Was this your first time implementing GenCyber Cybersecurity concepts? Which 
concept was the most challenging to implement/teach?  

This was our second time teaching the GenCyber Cybersecurity Concepts, but it was our 
first time teaching them to adult learners. The most challenging was Keep It Simple, 
primarily because they wanted to equate it to other analogies. 

• What have you learned about the GenCyber experience?  

The campers were great students and very interested in cybersecurity education and 
career pathways. Throughout the week, campers demonstrated their interest by engaging 
in discussions and hands-on exercises. The pre-camp support provided for our GenCyber 
camp was outstanding. It is great fun and a lot to coordinate with staff that is new to the 
experience.  

The outpouring of support from government, industry, and non-profit organizations was 
phenomenal. 

• What unique feature of your program would you like to share with other GenCyber 
programs?  

Coastline’s GenCyber camp included stress relieving meditation twice a day to help 
campers shift gears to learning mode. The camp focused on empowering teachers to 
integrate cybersecurity lessons and resources into their classrooms. The campers were 
highly engaged and quite interested in sharing what they had learned throughout the 
week during their presentations held on the last day of camp.  
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• If you were to offer another GenCyber program, what would you do differently?  

The camp went very well, and the campers reported to have had a good overall 
experience. If given the opportunity to host another GenCyber camp, I would ask my dean 
to be more specific about which staff members are covering tasks. There were too many 
people assigned to do the same tasks which caused confusion and extra work for the 
Program Director. 

Recommendations 

What changes could GenCyber make to help you better design and implement a 
successful program?  

To increase the Program Director’s chances for success, reminders about items available 
in the repository at critical times would be so very helpful. For example, an email in early 
May reminding Program Directors to read through the Program Director’s Guide. Then a 
reminder tucked into the early summer email blast that references the site visit rubric and 
interview questions would be so helpful. The repository has a wonderful variety of files 
and items to review, yet they seem hidden by the way the site functions.  

If the Program Director repository pages had an accordion view where the user could 
expand the folders to see what’s inside that would be great. Another feature that would 
reduce time spent is to allow a single download of all the files as a zip file. Descriptions of 
the lessons could be added as tooltips so the reader can mouse hover over the filename 
and see details without having to open each page of the lessons (or another accordion 
view would work here as well). 

Instructional Deliverables 

Please include program schedule, lesson plans (minimum of 3), or any other pertinent 
information that would benefit the overall GenCyber Program.  Please note that this 
documentation may be submitted as separate files (MS Word or Adobe) but shall be 
submitted with your final report.  

Lesson Plans 

Attached as separate files. 

1. Data Privacy & EdTech Tools – Protecting Children’s Privacy 

Third-party data sharing by EdTech tools can lead to unexpected data exposure 
and unintended data breaches that disclose children’s private data. This 
presentation and activity intended to increase teachers’ awareness of the types 
of information they ask students to submit to EdTech platforms and the impact 
on parents when EdTech tools require credit card information to validate 
parental consent for their child to use the platform. Topics covered included 
third-party data processing, breaches that expose children’s private and 
sensitive data, EdTech tools compliance to Federal Trade Commission (FTC) 
guidelines, and recommendations to raise awareness about data privacy 
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concerns. [Common Sense Media, FTC, PrivacyRights.org, and Electronic 
Frontier Foundation]  

2. Starting a High School Cybersecurity Student Club 

Student club benefits include the opportunity to teach and learn with their 
peers, demonstrate leadership, acquire new skills, and give back to the 
community. This presentation provided information on how students can start 
a club, common topics of cybersecurity clubs at different education levels, and 
the pathway of clubs from middle school to university. 

3. Intro to Internet of Things (IoT), Home Wi-Fi, Security Issues, and Threat 
Modeling 

Teachers were introduced to IoT, common security issues with home Wi-Fi 
setup, and a threat modeling exercise to take a deeper dive into IoT data privacy 
concerns. IBM’s model for IoT was shared to provide a visual representation of 
the various levels of IoT devices and connectivity. Details about home Wi-Fi 
setup and configuration were discussed, showing how easy it is to modify the 
administrator password which will provide greater defense when a stronger 
password is used as compared to the default password. Steps to protect and 
secure digital devices were covered. Teachers were given IoT device scenarios 
to work in groups to assess threats and understand risks.  

Program Schedule / Agendas 
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Fall Program Summary 

Coastline College’s GenCyber Teachers Summer Camp in Garden Grove, CA was a one-week, 
non-residential camp for high school teachers, counselors, and librarians. Cybersecurity career 
and education pathways were the focus throughout the week, with meditation twice a day for 
stress relief. Activities included coding a do-it-yourself meeting timekeeper stick, online safety 
and ethical behavior, data privacy and EdTech tools, breaches and news in cybersecurity, 
government and cybersecurity professionals panel, a higher education faculty panel, and 
campers developed lesson plans during the week then presented an overview of their plans 
to share with students. In total, the campers said their lessons would impact over 3,000 
students this academic year. 

 

Follow-on Activities 

Coastline College plans to offer multiple activities that the GenCyber Teacher campers can 
engage in. The campers that were accepted to the July 2021 camp will be invited to all of the 
cybersecurity community activities at Coastline, including Zoom sessions with industry 
professionals, the STORM Cybersecurity Innovation Lab grand opening, Coastline course 
enrollment, faculty join teachers in their classroom, and teachers can bring their students to a 
Pathway Day event at Coastline College.  
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Appendix 

Additional Camp Info 

Our 2021 Teachers Camp promotions page is on the CyberTech Girls website.  

GenCyber Personnel 

  Ms. Tobi West, GenCyber Program Director 
  Dr. Brandon Brown, GenCyber Lead Instructor 
  Mr. Michael Salviani, Program Assistant 
  Mrs. Anna Carlin, Instructional Design 
  Mrs. Nga Le, Instructor and K-12 Instructional Guidance 
   
  Technical Support: Handrias (Fuji) Fujianto, Bryant Hernandez, and Raul Sanchez 

Student Assistants: Sydney Duong and Bruce Duong 
Industry Volunteers: Aspen Lindblom, Threat Intelligence Analyst, Crowdstrike 

  Volunteer Support: CyberDEI 

Meeting Timekeeper Stick 

  https://learn.adafruit.com/meeting-time-keeper-stick-with-cpx   

  
 

 


